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More Second Chances 

for Fans of Jennifer Weiner’s Who Do You Love 

 
Jennifer Weiner’s new book, Who Do You Love, will leave her legions of fans 

wanting more tales of true love—lost and found. Romantic readers should be 
forewarned, though: in love, sometimes once is enough. 

 
COMING UP FOR AIR by Patti Callahan Henry 
F HEN, CD AUDIOBOOK 
Ellie Calvin is 48 when her mother dies. It's only then that she begins to 
understand the rigid woman who told her how to live her life, right down to the 
man she should marry. When Ellie's old boyfriend, Hutch, now a historian, asks 
about her mother's work in the Civil Rights Movement in 1962, Ellie realizes she 
knew nothing of that year in her mother's life. Her mother's journal from that 
period reveals a secret love, so Ellie takes her future in her hands and heads to 
Alabama, looking for the romantic woman she never knew. It's a trip that forces 
Ellie to analyze her own life choices and reconsider her future. – Library Journal 
 
HERE ON EARTH by Alice Hoffman 
F HOF, CD AUDIOBOOK 
As this novel opens, March Murray Cooper returns to her hometown, ostensibly 
to bury the woman who raised her but needing to resolve the unfinished 
business of her youthful love for Hollis, from whom she has been separated for 
years. Hollis has now grown into a man embittered by loneliness. He has learned 
neither to forgive nor to forget, and March must discover whether he can ever 
learn to love. Hoffman takes great care here to examine the many facets of 
love and relationships, turning them like a prism to reflect on March and Hollis. 
Hoffman's evocative language and her lyrical descriptions of place contrast 
sharply with the emotional scars that her characters must uncover and bear. Her 
novel is a haunting tale of a woman lost in and to love; it will enthrall the reader 
from beginning to end. – Library Journal 
 
I COULDN’T LOVE YOU MORE by Jillian Medoff 
F MED 
38-year-old Eliot Harmon is a hardworking mother of Hailey—and stepmother of 
Charlotte and Gail—in Atlanta’s suburbs, where she lives happily enough with 
her partner, Grant, and the kids. However, Eliot’s close ties to her mother and 
sisters Sylvia and Maggie put a constant strain on her relationship with Grant. As 
if that weren’t enough, Eliot’s college boyfriend, Finn—whom she never quite 
got over—reappears and wants back into her life. Medoff’s exploration of 
fidelity, family, and parenthood provides a complex look at the difficult role of a 
stepparent. – Publishers Weekly 
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LOST LAKE by Sarah Addison Allen 
F ALL, LARGE PRINT, CD AUDIOBOOK 
A year after her husband's death, Kate emerges from the fog of grief just in time 
to make one seemingly simple choice that changes everything. Upon finding a 
decades-old postcard from her Great Aunt Eby hidden in the attic, Kate and 
her eight-year-old daughter Devin leave the confines of Atlanta to explore Lost 
Lake in Suley, GA, and oh the adventures they have! A collection of quirky 
characters, all with wisdom to share, bring this story to life, and none shy away 
from the chance for even greater personal growth. – Library Journal 
 
ONE DAY by David Nicholls 
F NIC, OVERDRIVE EBOOK, OVERDRIVE AUDIOBOOK 
Emma Morley and Dexter Mayhew get together (almost) following their 
graduation in 1988. We catch up with them annually on July 15, St. Swithin's Day, 
the British equivalent of Groundhog Day but with rain. Here, it's a prognosticator 
of how their lives are turning out. She's been in love with Dex for years, while he's 
been in bed with more women than we can count. He gets a job in "media" as 
a late-night TV presenter on music/rock star interview shows. She works at a 
crappy Mexican restaurant before altering course and becoming a teacher. Do 
they eventually find their way back to each other? – Library Journal 
 
THE SCANDALOUS SUMMER OF SISSY LEBLANC by Loraine Despre 
F DES 
Sissy LeBlanc lives by a code she calls "The Southern Belle's Handbook." When a 
pithy idea pops into her head, she instinctively knows how that code applies to 
her life. Sissy understands her role as granddaughter of a suffragette, daughter 
of a newspaper editor, wife of PeeWee, and mother of three, but lately she's 
been feeling restless. When her high school sweetheart comes back to Gentry, 
LA, after a 14-year absence, Sissy decides that it is time to make some changes 
in her life if they cause a little scandal, so be it. – Library Journal 
 
SECOND CHANCE by Jane Green 
F GRE, LARGE PRINT, CD AUDIOBOOK 
After a terrorist attack on an Amtrak train kills 39-year-old Tom, his death serves 
as the catalyst for changes in the lives of four estranged schoolmates he left 
behind in England. Reuniting at Tom’s memorial service are Holly, a former free 
spirit uncomfortably forced into becoming a suburban matron by her 
workaholic, social-climbing husband; Olivia, a lonely director of an animal 
shelter; Paul, a writer whose blissful marriage with his fashionable wife is marred 
by their inability to conceive; and Saffron, a recovering alcoholic actress 
secretly involved with a married Hollywood megastar. Tom’s death reignites their 
friendship, causes them to reevaluate their lives and sends them marching 
toward a concluding warm fuzzy. – Publishers Weekly 
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SECOND THYME AROUND by Katie Fforde 
F FFO 
"Well, at least I'm completely over him," Perdita, an unattached organic 
gardener who's approaching 30, prophetically mutters to herself when her ex-
husband, Lucas, suddenly resurfaces as the local inn's new chef. She has 
remained single since the divorce, focusing more on building her business than 
on dating. The most important person in her life is her mother's godmother, Kitty, 
a sprightly 87-year-old who shares Perdita's love of gardening and has doted on 
her since she was a girl. Kitty, along with Perdita's other friends mainly the colorful 
locals to whom she sells her produce angle cheerfully for her to go out more, get 
a makeover and a boyfriend, to little effect. It turns out that Lucas is to be the 
star of a new cooking show, and its producers commandeer Perdita's kitchen 
and Perdita herself, too, as cohost thus throwing the fractured couple together 
again, much to her displeasure. Sparks start to fly before filming even begins. 
Romantics will be taken with Fforde's clever interweaving of love, friendship, 
horticulture and cuisine. – Publishers Weekly  
 
SPRING FEVER by Mary Kay Andrews 
F AND, LARGE PRINT, HOOPLA AUDIOBOOK 
Along with her feisty sidekick Pokey Bayless Riggs, Annajane Hudgens attends 
ex-husband Mason Bayless’s wedding confident that she is over him and happy 
that he’s moving on. She’s also over their sleepy town of Passcoe, N.C., and 
ready to leave with tepid fiancé Shane. But during the ceremony, her old 
feelings for Mason return, and just as she’s about to tell him, Mason’s daughter’s 
sudden stomach pains cut the wedding short. Given time to sort out their 
feelings, Annajane and Mason confront the problems that led to their breakup, 
their enduring love, and their shared commitment to the family business, a soda 
company called Quixie that is being targeted for a takeover by hostile members 
of Mason’s family. Mason and Annajane must reconcile themselves to their 
rekindled love, save Quixie, and overcome their past. – Publishers Weekly 
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SUMMER PEOPLE by Elin Hilderbrand 
F HIL 
Every summer the Newton family retreats to their beloved home on Nantucket 
for three months of sunshine, cookouts, and bonfires on the beach. But this 
summer will not be like any other. When Arch Newton, a prominent New York 
attorney, dies in a plane crash on his way home from a business trip, his beautiful 
widow, Beth, can barely keep things together. Above all, though, she decides 
that she must continue the family tradition of going to Nantucket, and at the 
same time fulfill a promise that Arch made before he died. Beth invites Marcus, 
the son of Arch’s final and most challenging client, to spend the summer with 
her and her teenage twins, Winnie and Garrett, who have mixed reactions to 
sharing their special summer place with this stranger. Always a place of peace 
before, Nantucket becomes the scene of roiling emotions and turbulent 
passions as Marcus, Winnie, and Garrett learn about loss, first love, and betrayal. 
And when they stumble upon a shocking secret from Beth’s past, they must 
keep it from destroying the family they’ve been trying so hard to heal.  
– Publisher’s description 
 
TIME OF MY LIFE by Allison Winn Scotch 
F SCO 
Jillian has what seems to be a perfect life—a beautiful house in the suburbs, a 
loving husband, and an adorable baby girl. But she also has a nagging feeling 
that something isn't quite right. Could it have something to do with Jackson, her 
past boyfriend, who couldn't be more different than her solid, stable, and 
perfectly predictable husband, Henry? One morning, Jillian wakes up seven 
years in the past, in bed with Jackson, and she has the chance to live her life 
again—a do over, complete with the knowledge of what her future will 
become. Will she still quit her job right on the cusp of making it big? Will she run 
for the hills when she meets Henry or be drawn to him again? Or will Jackson's 
easygoing, wild lifestyle pull her back from her future baby, the adorable Katie? 
So many life choices come at Jillian, and she can go forward as she pleases, 
knowing the outcome of one direction. If you've ever wanted your own do over, 
this cute, light read by a debut novelist will keep you guessing 'til the end.  
– Library Journal 


